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22 patients left us feedback 

(0% didn't answer or gave a neutral response) 

Spread of responses 

100% 
patients likely to 
recommend us 

0% 
patients unlikely to 

recommend us 

 

 

 

 

Online 4

Paper 18

App 0

Other 0
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How likely are you to recommend our GP Practice to friends and family if they need similar care or treatment? 

Can you tell us why you gave that response? 

Positive comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

Negative comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extremely likely 21

Likely 1

Neither likely nor unlikely 0

Unlikely 0

Extremely unlikely 0

Don't know 0

Not answered 0

I felt I was listened to  

Everything works fine- except for the long wait for doctors appointments  

Reception staff friendly and helpful. Time keeping good. Efficient and kind to my parents- 90/88  

Because I have been a patient for at least 20 years and so far the doctors have been really good  

Always helpful and friendly- from reception to Doctor  

You are second to none. Keep it up.  

We that is my husband always have had excellent service from the surgery and Dr J Stephens and co.  

Lovely staff, excellent treatment from doctors and nurses- but such a long wait to get an appointment  

The staff are friendly and the Doctors very thorough. The only thing that may cause a difficulty is getting an appointment, but if urgent, 
there is no problem  

Friendly, quick, helpful, efficient  

Because my husband and I receive attention promptly always  

Always helpful and can get appointment when needed  

I am treated well- all staff are empathetic  

I have been with the practice for 42 years and have always had excellent service  

Been using Harvey Practice at Merley for many years. They have always been friendly, attentive and efficient. Thank you!  

Quick efficient service  

Very very helpful and kind in all situations  

Always superb service  

A well organised practice  

It’s good to be able to rely on the friendly welcome from your Merley reception staff and the professional and helpful attention of your 
doctors and nurses.  

I have always been treated promptly, professionally and with respect and have no cause for complaint.  

Kind caring & professional treatment from all staff. We are very lucky to have The Harvey Practice in Merley  
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